
M611 Mobile Label Printer with Brady Workstation Mobile or 
Desktop Software

Learn more at www.bradyeurope.com

Keep track of your sample data

• High-performance printing with a small footprint when bench space is limited

• Long-lasting identification with label materials designed to survive your harsh lab conditions

• Easy to use templates for common lab labels

Your sample is only as valuable as the data behind it. Maintain data integrity with high performance identification 
— stay connected to your data with the M611 Mobile Label Printer and Brady Workstation Mobile or Desktop 
Software.

Through data automation, you can seamlessly get your data on your label in a format you need. It’s all in the 
powerful Brady Workstation Express Labels Mobile App that connects your data to label templates so you 
keep your data integrity without any extra work. When it’s time to start creating labels, simply pull from 
your data file and get to work.

With the Express Labels App, you can get your templates on your mobile device or tablet anywhere in your 
lab via the cloud or email, and get data from preexisting barcode labels using the device’s camera. Need to 
make a change? No problem — this app lets you edit text, change layouts or create labels from scratch. When 
you’ve got your labels exactly how you need them, print on the M611 via Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. With this powerful 
software and printer combination, you also get:

Enjoy a more premium labelling experience with optimised Brady Authentic materials
Authentic materials work seamlessly with Brady printers to produce enhanced performance and 
reliability you just don’t get with materials from the others. We’ve got you covered with the widest 
range of colours, finishes and targeted applications in the industry. Get authentic. Get better with 
Brady.
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Software options

Brady Workstation Express Labels Mobile App: Increase lab efficiency by clearly 
identifying samples

Brady Workstation Laboratory Identification Suite

Ensure labels for all your lab samples and equipment are crisp, clear and contain all necessary 
information. Easily design and create labels for your cryovials, centrifuge tubes, bottles, 
conicals, slides and other samples in your laboratory on this desktop software.

Label materials

Labels that survive harsh conditions are essential for tracking. 
Express Labels simplifies lab ID with barcodes and customised text.

• Vial labelling: Choose from a variety of layouts with the option to add barcodes and 
serialise ID numbers.

• Slide labelling: Design slide labels with clear, customisable text and barcodes.
• Tube labelling: Create tube labels with sequenced barcodes and customisable text.
• Scan Barcodes: Easily add values to barcodes and QR codes after scanning.

For more information, visit  
www.bradyeurope.com/M611

This printer ships in a cardboard box holding a USB cable, a quick start guide, an 
AC powercord, a product USB (with product info and Windows driver), a Brady 
Workstation Design Suite, a roll of M6-11-427 and an M61-R4310 ribbon.

Printers
Article No. Description

317844 M611 Label Printer - EU
317836 M611 Label Printer - UK
317843 M611 Label Printer - US

Article No. Order Reference Description

150498 BWS-LABS-EM Email activation code

B-number Material Description

B-403 Paper Paper label completely dissolves in warm water within 30 seconds, leaving no adhesive residue behind.

B-461 Polyester Ultra-thin polyester label with a clear overlaminate tail that protects the print and allows liquid levels to be visible.

B-481 Polyester White StainerBondz™ Polyester with extreme chemical-resistance that withstands the rigours of typical deparraffinisation including ethanol, xylene and H&E
staining process.

B-488 Polyester White Polyester with moderate chemical resistance for short-term exposure to xylene, DMSO and ethanol.

B-490 Polyester White FreezerBondz™ label ideal for flat frozen surfaces. Adheres to frozen tubes and vials when wrapped around itself by at least 3mm. Can be applied to
already frozen surfaces with a small overlap.

B-492 Polyester FreezerBondz ultra-thin white polyester label for labelling of frosted/frozen or room temperature vials, tubes and canes. Superior chemical and abrasion
resistance.

B-494 Polyester
Our B-494 polyester label is a reliable sample identification and traceability solution. The label will stay attached and remain legible, even when exposed to 
chemicals or stored in liquid nitrogen. Thanks to subsurface printing, the label’s colour code will not fade, smear or smudge and will continue to offer fast 
sample recognition long after it was printed.

B-498 Vinyl cloth Repositionable white vinyl cloth label for re-identification of post process tissue cassettes or general lab applications. Can be applied directly onto the
cassettes or on top of the previous label.

B-499 Nylon cloth Thick white nylon cloth with permanent adhesive for easy handling and conformability.

B-7425 Polypropylene Economical white polypropylene label with moderate chemical resistance, ideal for labelling dry, room temperature specimen containers. Must be applied to
containers prior to being frozen.

Kits
Article No. Description

317840 M611 Label Printer - EU with Brady Workstation LAB Suite
317841 M611 Label Printer - UK with Brady Workstation LAB Suite
317842 M611 Label Printer - US with Brady Workstation LAB Suite


